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Hub Offices, Madrid
January 13th, 2011  |  Published in Interiors  |  1 Comment | by Fifi

The Hub are timeshare offices for social entrepreneurs, which conduct the most varied projects that
seek to “change the world.” When they saw the garage, they got a strong impression; it was intact,
untouched since the 40′s, this space was a bubble in the most silted area of Madrid-Centre.

The whole idea was the implementation of energy-saving criteria, economic sustainability and
recycling processes that the company pose the challenge of the times we live in, explore a new way
to refurbish the buildings of the twentieth.

They isolate only the cover, add a floor heating system under large planks of wood, warm in winter
and cool in summer, if they don’t paint the walls, lined only with recycled wool felt in meeting rooms ,
to letting their patina expression, their old labels, the defects .. The information about this incredible
urban working space is limited. Anyway enjoy the lovely idea…..

Hub Madrid currently hosts numerous events and has become a major focus of cultural and social
activity in the neighbourhood.
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What an amazing space, I love it !
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Suzan Drummen

Suzan Drumming is a spectacular visual artist
who makes...
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